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People in Australia speak many languages, but to participate fully in Australian life you will need to speak and understand some English. The worldwide network of Red Cross societies help people to find missing family members overseas and help those overseas to find people now living in Australia.

Essay work

Work takes an important place in life. The better you work the more you get paid. Salary gives us an opportunity to buy things we need: clothes, cars, flats, food. Also we can save some money for future.

Essay about motivation for college

Our life consists of a huge number of different choices and decisions but some of them are very difficult for us and we spend a lot of time [...] Essay about help the poor

In the world poor people live opposite life than rich do. They don't see the luxury, don't use privileges or can not [...] Essay about motivation at work

Essay motivation at work

Work is the thing people should value, because many problems can be fixed thanks to the job. We earn money to spend [...]